Abstract: We compute the asymptotics of Tr L 2 (Pe ?tP 2 ) where P is a rst order operator of Dirac type; this is equivalent to evaluating the residues of the eta function.
x0 Introduction
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary of dimension m: Let TM be the tangent bundle and T M the cotangent bundle of M: Let V be a smooth complex vector bundle over M: If X = (x 1 ; :::; x m ) is a system of local coordinates on M and if we are given some local frame eld for V; let @ i = @ @x i on C 1 (V ): Let D be a second order elliptic di erential operator on C 1 (V ) with positive de nite scalar leading symbol. This means that 2 (D)( ) = g ij i j I V where I V is the identity automorphism and (g ij ) is a symmetric, positive de nite section of TM TM: We use the leading symbol to de ne a metric ds 2 = g ij dx i dx j where (g ij ) = (g ij ) ?1 : This allows us to use Riemannian geometry. Fix a smooth ber metric on V and let L 2 (V ) be the completion of C 1 (V ) with respect to the L 2 inner product de ned by this ber metric and the Riemannian measure. Since M is compact, L 2 (V ) is independent of the choices made as a Banach space. Standard elliptic theory shows e ?tD is an in nitely smoothing operator of trace class; see for example Seeley Se] or . Let h(t; D) = Tr L 2 e ?tD :
If D is self adjoint, we can choose a complete orthonormal basis f g for L 2 (V ) consisting of smooth eigensections of D; let be the corresponding (real) eigenvalues. In terms of the spectral resolution f ; g; h(t; D) = e ?t : The following asymptotic convergence result follows from the work of Seeley Se] . We refer to Gilkey-Smith GS-1, Lemma 2.6] or Grubb Gr, Corollary 4.2.7] for details.
Theorem 0.1: Let @M = ;: As t ! 0 + ; h(t; D) 1 n=0 t (n?m)=2 a n (D): There exist local invariants a n (D)(x) so a n (D) = R M a n (D)(x): a n (D)(x) is polynomial in the jets of the total symbol of D with coe cients which are smooth functions of the leading symbol. a n (D)(x) = 0 if n is odd.
Remark: In the literature, this sum is often reindexed since the odd terms a 2i+1 vanish.
We do not adopt this convention as it would lead to di culties with invariants to be considered later. The invariants a n (D) have been studied extensively and are one of the fundamental tools of spectral geometry; we refer to the excellent bibliographies of B erard Be] and B erard-Berger BB] for additional references.
In some cases, it is possible to take a square root of D within the category of di erential operators; for example the total form valued Laplacian has this property: d + d = (d + ) 2 : This leads to additional locally computable spectral invariants; these have not been previously studied and are the focus of this paper. The Cli ord algebra bundle, Clif (TM); is the natural setting for this discussion; in fact, it is forced upon us by the requirement that P 2 has scalar leading symbol. Clif (TM) is the universal unital complex algebra bundle generated by TM subject to the Cli ord commutation relations: @ i @ j + @ j @ i = ?2g ij ; 1 i; j m:
We use the metric tensor to identify the tangent and cotangent bundles TM = T M; dx i dx j + dx j dx i = ?2g ij ; 1 i; j m:
Roman indices i; j; etc. will range from 1 through m and index the coordinate frames @ i and dx i ; we adopt the usual convention of summing over repeated indices with one index up and one index down. Greek indices ; ; etc will range from 1 through m and index a local orthonormal frame fe g: For such a frame, we write all indices down and sum over repeated indices.
Let Clif (M) = Clif (TM) be the Cli ord algebra. If is a collection of indices 1 1 < ::: < t m; let e = e 1 ::: e t 2 Clif (M): If = ; is the empty collection, then e = 1 is the unit of Clif (M): Clif (M) inherits a natural inner product from the inner product on TM and the fe g form an orthonormal frame for Clif (M): We refer to Atiyah et al ABS] for further details. Let V be a smooth complex vector bundle over M: A Clif (M) module structure on V is a unital algebra morphism : Clif (M) ! End (V ): Let P : C 1 (V ) ! C 1 (V ) be a rst order di erential operator. Assume the associated Laplacian D = P 2 has scalar leading symbol which de nes a Riemannian metric. Then P is an operator of Dirac type i.e. the leading symbol of P de nes a Clif (M) module structure on V:
Such operators arise naturally in di erential geometry. t (n?m?1)=2 a n (P):
There exist local invariants a n (P)(x) so a n (P) = R M a n (P)(x): a n (P)(x) is polynomial in the jets of the total symbol of P with coe cients which are smooth functions of the leading symbol. a n (P)(x) = 0 if n is even.
There is a close relationship between the invariants of the heat equation and the corresponding zeta and eta functions; we assume Ker (P) = 0 to simplify the discussion. Let (s; P) = j j ?s ; and (s; P) = sign( )j j ?s : Remark: Apart from normalizing factors, the asymptotics of the heat equation give the poles and certain regular values of the zeta and eta functions. As we shall see shortly, these invariants play a crucial role in the index theorem.
Standard elliptic theory shows the operators e ?tD and Pe ?tD are in nitely smoothing; let K(t; x; y; D) and K(t; x; y; P) be the associated kernels. If V has a ber metric and if P is self adjoint, we can express these kernels in terms of the spectral resolution of P: Use the ber metric to de ne a conjugate linear isomorphism between V and its dual V : Then K(t; x; y; D) = e ?t 2 (x) (y) K(t; x; y; P) = e ?t 2 (x) (y) : On the diagonal, the kernels K(t; x; x; D) and K(t; x; x; P) have asymptotic expansions: K(t; x; x; D) 1 n=0 t (n?m?1)=2 e n (P)(x): h(t; D) and h(t; P) are de ned by integrating the ber traces:
h(t; D) = Tr L 2 (e ?tD ) = R M Tr V x K(t; x; x; D); and h(t; P) = Tr L 2 (Pe ?tD ) = R M Tr V x K(t; x; x; P): Consequently a n ( )(x) = Tr V x e n ( )(x): The a n ( )(x) are not determined by the global invariants a n ( ) since divergence terms disappear after integration. We can recover the missing terms by de ning slightly more general invariants. Let f 2 C 1 (End(V )) and de ne h(t; f; D) = Tr L 2 (fe ?tD ) and h(t; f; P) = Tr L 2 (fPe ?tP 2 ): The asymptotic expansions of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 generalize to this setting to yield h(t; f; D) 1 n=0 t (n?m)=2 a n (f; D) h(t; f; P) 1 n=0 t (n?m?1)=2 a n (f; P); a n (1; ) = a n ( ): Furthermore a n (f; ) = R M Tr ff e n ( )g(x): We set a n ( )(x) = Tr fe n ( )g(x):
Since f is arbitrary, the local endomorphism valued invariant e n ( )(x) and the local scalar invariant a n ( )(x) are determined by the global integrated invariant a n (f; ):
Remark: e n ( )(x) tends to be fairly complicated. We shall for the most part take f to be scalar valued; this permits us to study a n ( )(x) without rst computing e n ( )( We will show in x3 that a m (P) = 0 so (s; P) is regular at s = 0; de ne (P) = 1 2 ( (0; P) + dim Ker (P)) as a measure of the spectral asymmetry of P: We use the nonlocal boundary conditions given by Atiyah et al to de ne Index (Q): Theorem 0.5: (Atiyah-Patodi-Singer) Index (Q) = R N fa m (Q ? Q + )(x) ? a m (Q + Q ? )(x)g ? (P): The organization of this paper is as follows. In x1 we derive the basic results concerning Cli ord modules which we shall need. Let V be a Clif (M) module. In Lemma 1.3, we show there always exist compatible connections on V: In Lemma 1.4 we describe a local splitting of V with a compatible connection in terms of the spinor bundles with coe cients.
Theorems 0.1 ? 0.5 are, of course, well known. In x2 we discuss the heat equation asymptotics for manifolds M without boundary. We discuss the geometry of operators of Dirac type and derive the basic identities we will use. We give a n (P) for n 3 in Theorem 2.7 and discuss brie y the more complicated formulas for n = 5: The formulas for a n (P) are new results analogous to previous results for a n (D): Theorem 0.5 holds in the case where the structures are product near the bounary. Additional boundary correction terms arise in the general case. The results of x1 and x2, the canonical connection, and the geometry of operators of Dirac type discussed here are necessary to understand the relevant geometry; see for details.
In x3 we return to the index theorem. Let P be an operator of Dirac type. We say P is compatible if there exists a compatible connection r P so P = i r P i ; not all operators of Dirac type are compatible. We use invariance theory to show in Theorem 3.4 that if P is compatible, then:
(a) If n is even, then a n (P)(x) = 0: (b) If m is even, then a n (P)(x) = 0: (c) If m = 1; then a n (P)(x) = 0: (d) If n m; then a n (P)(x) = 0:
Consequently (s; P) is entire if m is even, while if m is odd, (s; P) is holomorphic for Re (s) 0: We use the \leading term analysis" of Gilkey Gi-4] to show in Theorem 3.11
that if n > m 3 are odd integers, then a n (P) 6 = 0 generically. This shows Theorem 3.4 is sharp for the class of compatible operators of Dirac type. Furthermore, (s; P) has poles at s = ?2; ?4; .... with nonzero residues generically for m > 1 odd. This extends previously known results for the invariants a n (D) to the invariants a n (P):
In x4 we x a compatible connection r 0 : Let`:' be multiple covariant di erentiation with respect to r 0 and with respect to the Levi-Civita connection. Let 2 C 1 (End (V )); let fe g be a local orthonormal basis for TM; and let = (e ): Let P = r 0 ? ; This computation is part of a general long term project to better understand the residues of the eta and zeta functions. They will be used in later work to study the eta invariant of manifolds with boundary, both with local boundary conditions and also with non local boundary conditions of Atiyah Patodi Singer type.
We use Theorem 4.1 to show some of the vanishing results of x3 fail if P is not compatible. In Theorem 4.3, we prove: APS] showed (s; P) is regular at s = 0: Gilkey Gi-3] extended this result to the case m even. The regularity of (s; P) at s = 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of the global invariant a m (P): The proofs known of this vanishing are all topological in nature; there is no direct purely analytical proof known. This is illustrated by Theorem 4.3; the integrated invariant a m (P) vanishes but the local invariant does not generically. We hope that the present results will give further insight into this phenomenon. At one time it was thought that more general vanishing theorems might hold Wo-1]. This was found not to be the case Wo-2, FG]; the present results go much further, establishing the generic non vanishing of certain residues.
x1 Cli ord modules As this paper is devoted to the study of operators of Dirac type, it is convenient to review some of the basic results in this subject. We refer to APS] and Kosmann Ko] for further details. We begin by studying bundles over a point. Let T be a real vector space of dimension m equipped with a positive de nite inner product. Let Clif (T) be the complex unital Cli ord algebra; let be a normalized orientation of T: We study the isomorphism classes of irreducible Clif (T) modules. Remark: Lemma 1.1 also follows from the well known isomorphism
If m is even, there is only one irreducible complex Clif (T) module. Consequently ( ; ) and ( ; ? ) are isomorphic. Since ( ) anti-commutes with (TM); ( ) provides this isomorphism. If m is odd, there are two irreducible Clif (T) modules; ( + ; ? + ) is isomorphic to ( ? ; ? ): The classi cation of the real Cli ord algebras and modules is more complicated.
We use Lemma 1.1 to prove: Lemma 1.2: Let V be a Clif (M) module and let fe g be a local orthonormal frame for TM over a contractible open set U: We can choose a local frame for V over U so the matrices (e ) are constant.
Proof: We use the orthonormal framing of TM to decompose TMj U = R m U and Clif (M)j U = Clif (R m ) U:
Let the eigenspaces V ( ) be de ned as in the proof of Lemma 1.1; these spaces have constant rank 2 ? m=2] dim(V ) and de ne smooth vector subbundles of V: Since U is contractible, V ( 0 ) is trivial over U so we can nd a smooth frame f g for V ( 0 ) over U:
We now apply the construction of Lemma 1.1 to show:
This shows the Cli ord module structure is locally a product.
If r is a connection on V; we say r is compatible with the Clif (M) module structure if r = 0: Let V be a Clif (M) module. Let fe g be a local orthonormal frame for TM over a contractible open set U: Let r e = ? e de ne the Christo el symbols of the Levi-Civita connection relative to this local frame; we can express the ? in terms of inner products of the e and their brackets. Choose a local frame for V so (e ) are constant matrices. Let ! be the connection one form and let be the curvature. Remark: We have not worried about choosing a ber metric for V as it plays no role in our development. However, it is always possible to choose a ber metric for V so is skew adjoint. It is possible to choose the compatible connection to be compatible with the ber metric as well.
Proof: We prove (a) by checking ; = = + ! ; ] + ? : By (a), a convex combination of compatible connections is compatible so we can patch together compatible connections using a partition of unity. It therefore su ces to prove (b) locally. Choose a local frame for V so = 0: De ne the spin connection ! s = We prove (c) by using the commutation relation of (a). Choose an orthonormal frame for TM near x 0 so ? (x 0 ) = 0: Choose a frame for V so the are constant matrices. Remark: We emphasize this decomposition depends on the choice of the local frame eld; the obstruction to making this decomposition global is the obstruction to a spin structure (assuming M orientable). This shows that the local theory we will be discussing, at least for compatible connections, is standard.
Proof: We suppose m even; the case m odd is analogous. Let ! be the connection one form of the given connection r and let ! s 1 be the connection one form of the spin connection r s de ned in the proof of Lemma 1. The invariants a n (f; D) and a n (f; P) are closely related. Let be a real parameter and let f 2 C 1 (End (V )): Let P( ) = P ? f and D( ) = P( ) 2 :
Lemma 2.1:
d" j "=0 a n (P) = (m ? n)a n?1 (f; D):
Proof: We compute formally and refer to GS-1] for the analytic details necessary to justify the following steps. Let @ t = @ @t : We compute: We set k = n ? 1 and equate terms in the asymptotic series to prove (a). The proof of (b) is similar. We compute: If r V is a connection on V; let ! = ! l dx l be the associated local connection one form. We use the Levi-Civita connection and r V to covariantly di erentiate tensors of all types; let \;" denote multiple covariant di erentiation. We refer to Gilkey Gi-1, Theorem 2.1] for: Lemma 2.2: 9! r V and E 2 C 1 (End (V )) so D = ?(g ij r i r j + E):
(a) ! l = 1 2 g il (A i + g jk ? jk i ):
Remark: One should think of the connection as in a way the \ rst order part" of the operator and the endomorphism E as the \zeroth order part" of the operator. We start with the operator and use the leading symbol to generate the metric; equivalently of course one could start with Riemannian geometry and use that to generate the leading symbol. We use Lemma 1.3(b) to choose a compatible \background" connection r 0 once and for all. Let \:" be covariant di erentiation with respect to r 0 : Let fe g be a local orthonormal frame for TM and let = (e ); we use Roman indices for the coordinate frame and Greek indices for an orthonormal frame. We represent a general rst order di erential operator of Dirac type in the form: P = r 0 ? : Let r be the connection associated to P 2 by Lemma 2.2. Let ! (resp. ! ( )) be the local connection one form of r 0 (resp. r ): Then = ! ( ) ? ! ;
being the di erence of two connections, is tensorial. Let and ( ) be the curvature two forms of these connections. Let ( ) be the endomorphism associated to P by Lemma 2.3. Proof: Although the statement is invariant, we must use the coordinate frame rather than the orthonormal frame in the proof since we wish to apply Lemma 2.3. We choose local coordinates so g ij (x 0 ) = ij and g ij=k (x 0 ) = 0: We identify e i (x 0 ) with @ i (x 0 ) and with dx i (x 0 ) for 1 i m: We choose a frame for V so the connection one form ! l (x 0 ) of the reference connection vanishes; as the reference connection is compatible, j =i (x 0 ) = 0 by Lemma 1.3(a). We compute: Remark: If we take = 1 and 6 = ; then ; = 2 so r is not compatible in general.
To use Lemma 2.1, we must compute variations of these quantities with respect to the parameter ; the metric and Cli ord module structures are unchanged so only r enters. We consider scalar variations as otherwise the formulas become more complicated. Let f 2 C 1 (M) and let r( ) = r + f de ne P( ): Lemma 2.6:
Proof: We use Lemma 2.3. Since d d" j "=0 r = f is scalar, (a) follows. We compute:
This proves (b). Since the expressions in (c) are tensorial, we can use a frames which are adapted; we suppose ! i (0)(x 0 ) = 0 and compute: ; 2 = ; and R 2 = R R : By Gilkey Gi-1, see We apply Lemma 2.1(b) to complete the proof.
In x4 we will give a variant of this formula which is less compact but more useful computationally.
Remark: We use the formula of Gi-1, Table I where 3 depends only on the metric tensor. One can now compute a 5 (P) using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.6; we omit the details as the formulas are somewhat complicated and not terribly enlightening; we will consider a 5 (P) in further detail in x3 when studying operators given by compatible connections. A similar calculation of a 7 (P) can be obtained from the corresponding formula for a 8 (D) given by Avramidi Av-1]. We also refer to Amsterdamski et al ABC] for results concerning a 8 and a 10 :
x3 Regularity of (s; P)
Recall that P is compatible if there exists a compatible connection r 0 so P = r 0 ; such operators play an important role in index theory as discussed in x0. Let r P and (P) be determined from P using Lemma 2.3. We give an invariant description of compatibility and show the compatible connection r 0 de ning P is unique. Conversely, suppose r P is compatible and that (P) = 0: Normalize the coordinates and frame as above. Since (P) = 0; r(x 0 ) = 0 so that at x 0 ; P = i @ i = i r P i and P is compatible.
If P is compatible, many of the local invariants a n (P)(x) vanish. The case m odd is the most interesting as we shall see. Before studying these vanishing theorems, we must rst introduce some results from invariance theory. We shall be somewhat informal in the interests of clarity and refer to Gi-3] for more precise de nitions.
Let U be a coe cient bundle of ber dimension r and let r U be a connection on U: Let P m;r n;p be the nite dimensional vector space of p form valued local invariants which are homogeneous of order n in the jets of the metric g and the connection form of r U ; these invariants are de ned in the category of unoriented Riemannian manifolds of dimension m and bundles with connection of ber dimension r:
We can use the invariants a n (P)(x) to construct elements of P m;r n;m if m is odd. Let be a local orientation of M and let = ( ) be the spinor bundles described in x1. These bundles are well de ned locally; the obstruction to de ning them globally is a Z 2 obstruction which plays no role in the invariance theory we are considering. Let V = U: Let r s; be the spinor connections on and let r = r ;s 1 1 r U de ne compatible connections on V : Let P ( ; r U ) : C 1 (V ) ! C 1 (V ) be the resulting locally de ned operator of Dirac type. Recall Tr L 2 (Pe ?tP 2 ) n2N t (n?m?1)=2 R M a n (P)(x): The a n (P)(x) are measure valued local invariants of P; a n (?P)(x) = ?a n (P)(x):
It is better at this point to work with form valued invariants rather than measure valued invariants. Let jdvolj be the Riemannian measure. Decompose a n (P)(x) =ã n (P)(x)jdvolj whereã n (P)(x) is scalar valued. Let dvol( ) be the volume form de ned by the Riemannian metric and the orientation : Let a m;r n; (g; r U )(x) =ã n (P ( ; r U ))dvol( ) 2 m :
Lemma 3.2: Let m be odd.
(a) P ( ; r U ) = P (? ; r U ) = ?P ( ; r U ): (b) a m;r n; 2 P m;r n;m ; and a m;r n;+ = ?a m;r n;? :
Proof: We refer to Gi-3, Lemma 1.7.7] to see a m;r n; is homogeneous of degree n: We must check a m;r n; is independent of the local orientation chosen. If we reverse the orientation, we interchange the roles of + and ? so ( ) = (? ) and consequently P ( ; r U ) = P (? ; r U ): Because ( ; ) = ( ; ? ); P ( ; r U ) = ?P ( ; r U ): This proves (a). Thereforẽ a n (P ( ; r U ))(x) = ?ã n (P (? ; r U ))(x):
The volume element changes sign if we reverse the local orientation so a m;r n; is invariantly de ned. The remaining assertions now follow.
Let C m;r be the algebra of characteristic forms; C m;r is generated by the Pontrjagin forms of TM and the Chern forms of r U : Decompose (a) If n is even, then a n (P)(x) = 0: (b) If m is even, then a n (P)(x) = 0: (c) If m = 1; then a n (P)(x) = 0: (d) If n m; then a n (P)(x) = 0:
Remark: We use Theorem 0.3 to obtain corresponding information regarding the eta Proof: By Theorem 0.2, a n (P)(x) = 0 if n is even. Suppose m is even. Let be a local normalized orientation. ( ) is an isomorphism of V which anticommutes with ( ) for 2 T M: Since r is compatible, ( ) intertwines P and ?P; ( )P = ?P ( ):
Consequently a n (P)(x) = 0:
Since a n (P)(x) = 0 for n or m even, we shall suppose m and n odd for the remainder of x3. We adopt the notation of Lemma 3.2. By Theorem 1.4, every compatible operator of Dirac type decomposes locally in the form P = P + ( ; r U 1 ) P ? ( ; r U 2 ): Consequently it su ces to show a n (P ( ; r U ))(x) = 0 i.e. a m;r n; = 0: If m = 1; use arclength as a local parameter for M: Use parallel translation to choose a frame for U: Then the metric and connection form are at. Since a 1;r n; is homogeneous of order n in the jets of the metric and connection and since n > 0; a 1;r n; = 0: If m 3 and if n < m; a m;r n; = 0 by Theorem 3. We assume M is oriented for the remainder of x3. Decompose V = V + V ? into the 1 eigenspaces of ( ) and decompose P = P + P ? : Then a n (P) = a n (P + ) + a n (P ? ): If we reverse the orientation, we interchange the roles of P + and P ? : Thus we are justi ed in assuming P = P + henceforth. Let V be a vector bundle over M: Let P(M; V ) = f(g; ; r V )g be the set of all triples where (i) g is a Riemannian metric on M:
(ii) is a Clif (M) module structure on V for this metric.
(iii) ( ) = Id:
(iv) r V is a compatible connection.
Identify P(M; V ) with the set of compatible operators of Dirac type where P = P + ; give P(M; V ) the C 1 topology. We shall say a n (P) is non-zero generically if for all (M; V ); fP 2 P(M; V ) : a n (P) 6 = 0g is an open dense set. We will show this holds if n > m 3 are odd. We begin with a useful criterion. Let a m;r n; be as in Lemma 3.2. Let T(m) = S 1 ::: S 1 be the m dimensional torus. The tangent bundle of T(m) has a canonical trivialization which gives rise to a canonical orientation and spin structure. If L is a line bundle over T(m) with connection r L ; let P(g; r L ) be the resulting compatible operator of Dirac type on + L: Lemma 3.5: Let n > m 3 be odd integers. The following are equivalent:
(a) a n (P) is non-zero generically. d" j "=0 a n;+ (e 2 f g; r U )(x) = f b n;+ (g; r U )(x) + dQ + (f; g; r U )(x): Q + is m ? 1 form valued and b n;+ is m form valued. For 0 < < (f); P( ) 2 O 1 so a n (P( )) = 0: Therefore:
Consequently b n;+ 0: We set f = 1 to see a m;r n; (g; r U ) =ã n (P)(x)dvol( ) = (m ? n) ?1 d d" j "=0ãn (P( ))(x)dvol( ) = (m ? n) ?1 dQ + (1; g; r U )(x): This is valid for x 2 O and P( ) = P(g( ); ( ); r U ) 2 O 1 : Since these invariants are universal polynomials, this implies a m;r n; dQ + : This contradicts (d) since Q + (1; g; r U ) 2 P m;r n?1;m?1 : Therefore (d) ) (a). Remark: This formula is the generalization of the Lichnerowicz formula to this class of operators.
Proof: By Proof: We use Lemma 2.1 and the remark at the end of x2 to compute a 5 (P): Let f = 1 so that P( ) = P ? : By Lemma 3.1, = 0: By Lemma 2.6,
Consequently only the variation of the connection enters. We use the formula of Gi-1, ; Tr(1) e ^e ^e :
The formula of Lemma 3.7 is not functorially closed; that is, it is not d of some invariant. Consequently a n (P) is generically non-zero for n = 5 and m = 3 by Lemma 3.5 so Theorem 3.4 is sharp in this case. To generalize this to n > 5 and m = 3; we use the \leading order" computation of Gilkey Gi-4]. Let c n = (?1) n n!=f2(2n + 1)!g; 1 (n) = (n 2 ? n ? 1)c n ; 2 (n) = 2c n ; 3 (n) = 4(2n + 1)(n ? 1)c n ; 4 (n) = 2(2n + 1)c n ; 5 (n) = 4(2n + 1)(2n ? 1)c n : If = ( 1 ::: k ) and = ( 1 ::: k ) are endomorphism or scalar valued tensors, let r j r j = 1 ::: k ; 1 ::: j 1 ::: k ; 1 ::: j be the complete contraction of the j th covariant derivative.
Theorem 3.8: Let n 3: Modulo cubic and higher degree terms involving 2n?6 or fewer covariant derivatives, a 2n (D) = R M Tr f 1 (n)jr n?2 j 2 + 2 (n)jr n?2 j 2 + 3 (n)r n?2 r n?2 E + 4 (n)r n?2 r n?2 + 5 (n)r n?2 E r n?2 Eg + :::
Proof: There are three di erent proofs of this theorem. Gi-4] contains a proof by Gilkey using the calculus of pseudo-di erential operators. BGO] contains a proof by Branson, Gilkey, and rsted BGO] using conformal variations. Av-2] contains a proof by Avramidi using Schwinger-De Witt techniques.
Remark: Theorem 3.8 plays a crucial role in the Brooks, Chang, Perry, and Yang BPY and CY] theorem that isospectral metrics within a conformal class are compact modulo gauge equivalence in dimension 3.
In Lemma 3.7, we constructed 3 form valued invariants by alternating 3 indices and contracting the rest. We generalize this construction. Let be an endomorphism or scalar valued tensor. For j 0; let (r j ) = ; 1 ::: j ; 1 ::: j e ^e ^e 2 End (V ) 3 (M): Let m = 3 and let n 5: Let P be a compatible operator of Dirac type. We assume ( ) = 1 -i.e. (dvol) = ?1: Lemma 3.9: Modulo higher degree terms, a 2n?1 (P) = (n ? 2)(4 ) ?m=2 R M Trf?2 5 (n) (r n?3 W) ? 4 (n) (r n?3 )g + :::
Proof: The argument is similar to that given in the proof of Lemma 4.7. Only r n?2 r n?2 and r n?2 E r n?2 E are relevant to the computation. The r n?2 r n?2 E term doesn't contribute since we can integrate by parts to transfer covariant derivatives from E to where they don't contribute to the variation; the variation of the pure metric terms also vanishes. Since we can commute the order of covariant di erentiation modulo higher degree terms, a 2n?1 (P) = 1 Lemma 3.10:
(a) If P 1 is compatible, then P is compatible. ( ) = 2 ( 1 ) 1:
R M 2 a n (P)(x 1 ; x 2 )dx 2 = a n?m 2 (P 1 )(x 1 ) Index (P 2 ): (c) a n (P) = a n?m 2 (P 1 ) Index (P 2 ):
Proof: (a) is immediate from the de nition. We follow the argument of Gilkey Gi-3, Lemma 4.3.6] to prove (b) and (c). Let K(t; x; y; P ? ) be the kernel of P ? e ?tP 2 ? : Let f a ; a g and f b ; b g be spectral resolutions of P 1 and P: Let h 1 (t)(x 1 ) = a a e ?t 2 a j a (x 1 )j 2 n t (n?m 1 ?1)=2 a n (P 1 )( x 1 ) h(t)(x 1 ; x 2 ) = b b e ?t 2 b j b (x 1 ; x 2 )j 2 n t (n?m 1 ?m 2 ?1)=2 a n (P)(x 1 ; x 2 ): We will prove (b) by showing R M 2 h(t)(x 1 ; x 2 )dx 2 = h 1 (t)(x 1 ) Index (P): Let = P 2 P 2 be the Laplacians associated to the elliptic complex P + 2 : C 1 (V + 2 ) ! C 1 (V ? This matrix has eigenvalues ! a;c where ! a;c = p 2 a + c : The contribution made to h(t; P)(x 1 ; x 2 ) by this subspace is h a;c (x 1 ; x 2 ) = ! a;c e ?t! 2 a;c j a (x 1 )j 2 fj a (x 2 )j 2 ? j + a (x 2 )j 2 = c g:
Since the L 2 norms of a and + a = c are 1, R M 2 h a;c (x 1 ; x 2 )dx 2 = 0: Consequently, these subspaces play no role.
On a Ker( ); P is a I: Let h a; (x 1 ; x 2 ) be the contribution to h(t; P)(x 1 ; x 2 ) produced by a Ker ( ): Then R M 2 h a; (x 1 ; x 2 )dx 2 = a e ?t 2 a j a (x 1 )j 2 dim Ker ( ): Consequently R M 2 h(t; P)(x 1 ; x 2 )dx 2 = a a e ?t 2 a j a (x 1 )j 2 (dim Ker( + ) ? dim Ker ( ? )) = h 1 (t)(x 1 ) Index (P + 2 ): The following result shows Theorem 3.4 is sharp.
Theorem 3.11: Let n > m 3 be odd integers. Let ( ) = 1 and let P be compatible.
Then a n (P) is non-zero generically.
Remark: This result is true without the hypothesis ( ) = 1; but as the proof is a bit more delicate, we omit details.
Remark: In x4, we will show a n (P) 6 = 0 for n odd, n 6 = m; and (n; m) 6 = (1; 1) generically if we drop the hypothesis that P is compatible. The case n = m is a bit di erent; Atiyah et al APS] showed a m (P) = 0: However a m (P)(x) 6 = 0 generically if m > 1 is odd.
Proof: Suppose rst m = 3: The formulae of Lemma 3.9 are non-zero and not functorially closed. Consequently Theorem 3.11 follows from Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.5. We proceed by induction on m and use criterion (b) of Lemma 3.5. Let n > m > 3 be odd integers.
Let M 1 = T(m ? 2) and choose a compatible operator of Dirac type P 1 : C 1 (V 1 ) ! C 1 (V 1 ) on M 1 so a n?2 (P 1 ) 6 = 0 and ( 1 ) = 1: Let M 2 = T(2) and let L be a line bundle over M 2 with non-vanishing rst Chern class. Let V 2 = (M) L and let P 2 : C 1 (V 2 ) ! C 1 (V 2 ) be a compatible operator of Dirac type. Decompose P 2 = P + 2 P ? 2 ; Index (P + 2 ) = R M 2 c 1 (L) 6 = 0:
Let M = M 1 M 2 = T(m) and let P be as de ned in Lemma 3.10. Then ( ) = 1 and a n (P) = a n?2 (P 1 ) Index (P 2 ) 6 = 0:
x4 Examples
Fix a compatible background connection r 0 for the remainder of x4. Let P = P( ) = r 0 ? : We recall some previous notation and formulas. Let \:" be covariant di erentiation with respect to r 0 and \;" be covariant di erentiation with respect to r ; the connection de ned by D = P 2 : Of course \:" and \;" coincide on purely metric terms. Let We proceed by induction; we assume U = on p and show U = on p+1 : Let Consequently a m (P( )) is independent of : As P(0) is compatible, by Theorem 3.4, a m (P(0)) = 0: This proves (a).
To prove (b), we must show there exists P so a m (P)(x) 6 = 0: This follows if m = 3 by Theorem 4.1 (d) so we proceed by induction on m: Choose M 1 of dimension m?2 3 and P 1 of Dirac type on M 1 so a m?2 (P 1 )(x 1 ) 6 = 0 for some point x 1 : Choose P 2 compatible on the torus T(2) so Index (P 2 ) 6 = 0: Let P be constructed on M = M 1 T(2) as in Lemma 3.10. Then R a m (P)(x 1 ; x 2 )dx 2 = a m?2 (P 1 )(x 1 ) Index (P 2 ) 6 = 0:
Let n 6 = m: If n = 1; or n = 3; (b) follows from Theorem 4.1. We use Lemma 2.1. Suppose a n (P) = 0 for P 2 O 1 where O 1 is some non-empty open set in the C 1 topology. Then a n (P ? ) = 0 for small : Suppose rst 3 < n < m: We proceed by induction on n: Choose P 2 O 1 so a n?2 (P) 6 = 0: Then 0 6 = 2(m ? n)a n?2 (P) = @ 2 @ 2 a n (P) = 0 which is a contradiction.
Consequently, we may suppose n > m: Suppose m is even or n > m + 2: Then n ? 2 6 = m so by hypothesis we can choose P 2 O 1 so a n?2 (P) 6 = 0: The same argument then shows this is a contradiction. Thus the crucial case is m odd and m = n+2: If m = 1; this follows from Theorem 4.1 so we may apply induction on m: We apply Lemma 3.10 to dimension shift from m = 1 and n = 3 to m odd and n = m + 2:
The remainder of x4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We will use the following The proof of (c) is somewhat lengthy as some terms must be expanded several times; this leads to a branching tree of computations. We mark with ( ) the end of each branch omitting branches which vanish. We combine the terms ( ) to prove (c).
We now come to the proof of Theorem 4.1(d). We clear the notation from (c). We expand each term and mark with ( ) the nonzero ends of each branch. We expand the cubic terms at the very end as these are the most complicated. The term arising from 2 is the simplest: ( ) Trf2 g = (2 ? 2m) Trf g:
We use calculations from the proof of Lemma 3.6 to study E :
12Trf Eg = 12Trf (? We collect the terms marked ( ): The terms which are linear in can be combined easily. The terms which are quadratic in must be studied further. We combine the terms marked ( ) to complete the proof.
Remark: The intermediate calculations and results ( ) are more complicated than the nal answer which is simple and exhibits the relevant vanishing results. It would be very interesting to have a combinatorial algorithm which leads more directly to these formulas.
